On the National Picket Line

MURDER OF 544 MEN PLANNED
Charge

Belden, Citizens Alliance Head, Raised
$35,000 to Pay Gunmen, Former Leader
of Taylor’s Tinkers Aligues

That “George K. Belden raised a pot of $35,000 to
pay gunmen to assassinate three leaders of Local 544.”

Jail

Campus WA Workers Pass Resolution

About 150 members of the University of
Minnesota section of the Fed Workers Secicn met in
the Men’s Union Tuesday after

The FLA workers repudiated this and declared
for the state for the coming election.

Move for Labor Temple Under Way

On Tuesday, July 18, a meeting

The FLA workers repudiated this and declared
for the state for the coming election.

Jewel Tea Really Finds 1 Customer

There was great rejoicing in the offices of the
Jewel Tea company the other day. They actually sold
a Jewel Tea for 1 cent. Moreover, the fellow was

5-Man Board Lists Names For 544 Post

A strike headquarters is being

V R Dunne Debates Rev M Mecklenburg Defends Unions vs Racketeering Charge

V R Dunne, organizer for CWA, defended the
crime of the labor war in the

Community Party, both of whom

Local 438 Meets Monday July 11

Hippodrome Local 544 s baseball manguard, Machinists.

Local 544 Signs With Block Firms

A new agreement was reached with

Correction in 544 Elections

An error appeared in listing

For more information about this document, click here.
"America’s Sixty Families"  

How Poor Are The Poor of America?  

In 1860, it was estimated that one in four American families lived in poverty. This statistic is reflective of the economic and social conditions of the time. In the 20th century, while living standards improved, the percentage of the population living in poverty continued to fluctuate. The book "America’s Sixty Families" explores the lives of families at various income levels, providing insight into the experiences of the poor in America.

Gamble-Robt. Pact Lists Union Gains  

The above article discusses a labor agreement between two companies. The details of the agreement, including the terms and conditions, are outlined, although specific figures such as contract lengths and monetary values are not provided. The article highlights the gains made by the union in negotiations.

Local 131 "Gas and Sods"  

This section details the activities and issues of Local 131, a labor union. It includes discussions on wages, working conditions, and the union's efforts to improve the lives of its members.

Watt Notes  

The "Watt Notes" section provides updates on labor-related news and events. It covers recent developments in the labor movement and highlights the actions taken by unions and their members.

South Side Aluminum Company  

The South Side Aluminum Company is featured, with information on its activities and contributions to the local community. The text includes details about the company's operations and its impact on the area.

RydeLL CLOTHING HOUSE  

RydeLL CLOTHING HOUSE provides information on their products and services, possibly including details about the types of clothing they offer and their business hours.

Boyd’s memo describes the company’s policies and procedures, possibly including information on employee benefits, safety rules, and operational guidelines. The text is not fully visible, indicating that it may be a note or internal document.

Boyd's memo is mentioned, but the content is not fully visible. It likely contains instructions or a reminder relevant to the company’s operations.

DrinK  

The "DrinK" section lists various drink options, possibly including beverages and alcohol, along with pricing and branding information.

Kato Beer  

Kato Beer is featured, with details about its flavor, price, and possibly any special offers or promotions.

Boyd’s memo is mentioned, but the content is not fully visible. It likely contains instructions or a reminder relevant to the company’s operations.

Boyd’s memo describes the company’s policies and procedures, possibly including information on employee benefits, safety rules, and operational guidelines. The text is not fully visible, indicating that it may be a note or internal document.

Boyd’s memo provides information on the company’s policies and procedures, possibly including details about the company’s operations and its impact on the area.

Boyd’s memo is mentioned, but the content is not fully visible. It likely contains instructions or a reminder relevant to the company’s operations.

Boyd’s memo provides information on the company’s policies and procedures, possibly including details about the company’s operations and its impact on the area.

Boyd’s memo is mentioned, but the content is not fully visible. It likely contains instructions or a reminder relevant to the company’s operations.
Chicago to Open Over-Road Negotiations

Oma-opsar Cops Jail Union Officer as Vagrant

By FARRELL DORIS
Secretary-Treas.-Left Central Area Negotiating Committee

The officials of the Local 719 of Chicago, after working all night to bring about the termination of 38 days of disrupting negotiations at which Local 719, representing all over-road drivers out of Chicago which are up under the North Central Area Negotiating Committee, will demand that the employers proceed to the immediate signing of the 1938 agreement which is being administered by 1,300 employees of the 11-state trade area.

At a meeting of the North Central Area Committee held in Chicago last Thursday at which a new agreement was approved to be worked on with Local 719 of the negotiations. The agreement was concluded by L. M. O'Laughlin of Farin, Head of the Midlands, John A. McCorristin, of St. Louis, S. V. Nielson of Cleveland, Joe Kickbichler of Wichita, who is chairman of the Area Committee, and Farrell Dorris, its secretary.

In addition to these named, other attending the Chicago meeting were: William Young of St. Paul, T. V. Sayd of Kent City, John A. Robie of Louisville, Frank Edgall of New Britain, Connecticut, W. E. McKinney of Ft. Worth, Peter B. Stansell of Dallas, Texas, and R. E. Morgan of Indianapolis, Indiana, F. E. Moore of Des Moines, Iowa, and D. E. Marder of Chicago. The negotiations, with the Chicago members, was to set the 150,000 over-road drivers in the North Central Area in the shortest period of time.

Another important development in Chicago is the assurance of a new agreement in the North Central Area which will be in force by the end of this week. The temporary labor relations agreement which has expired on August 1, 1938, is being extended to August 1, 1938.

N. D. Drivers Council Report

Reports provided the next meeting of the N. D. Drivers Council was held in the secretary's office.
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Roosevelt on Labor

In his speech at chief Labor's, President Roosevelt included a section referring to the labor movement which requires an answer. The President said:

"Some labor leaders guided by doctrines of oppression of labor made the mistake of going too far. They were not wise in using methods which frightened many well-meaning people..."

They were hailed with satisfaction by the employers' press everywhere. The most powerful and most popular newspapers in the country, the Times, welcomed it particularly as a denunciation of all "dictatorship." Others professed approval of any further demands by organized labor.

On the National Picket Line

On the national picket line, Attorney General S. U. Quinlivan, who is the acknowledged leader, said that "the Government has made the people of this country wonder whether or not it is true that the Government is not going to do its duty."

He added that "the men of the picket line are not the men of the present Government, but the men of the past who are trying to fight for the rights of the people."

The attitude of the picket line is that of a government in action, and that the picket line is the only means by which the people of the country can prevent the Government from doing its duty. The picket line is the only means by which the people of the country can prevent the Government from doing its duty."

The National Theatre

Supplies Chairs By Local Firm

Money wasn't a problem, but was the most simple form of entertainment. The Copper-Steeltown Local No. 1 is at present installing new lounge lariats to attract more customers.

Current Events

UNION MEETING SCHEDULE

LOCAL 471
The Will Wager January 11, 1923, at 10 o'clock. President's election and other business.

LOCAL 500

LOCAL 501
The Moore-May 1, 1923, at 10 o'clock. Business meeting and other business.

LOCAL 502
The Moore-May 1, 1923, at 10 o'clock. Business meeting and other business.

LOCAL 503
The Moore-May 1, 1923, at 10 o'clock. Business meeting and other business.

PETROLEUM DRIVERS
Registered License Holders Meeting. Every Wednesday at 10 o'clock.

WATERFRONT WORKERS
Registered License Holders Meeting. Monday and Wednesday at 10 o'clock.

MACHINISTS
Registered License Holders Meeting. Monday and Wednesday at 10 o'clock.

MACHINISTS UNION
Registered License Holders Meeting. Monday and Wednesday at 10 o'clock.

Locomotive tenders and firemen, meetings are held on the same days as the above meetings.

CATERPILLAR
The Caterpillar Tractor Company, which has been in operation for two years, is about to start another large factory. The company has been working at full speed, and the plant is about to be completed by the end of the year.

The Company is planning to expand its operations and to increase its output. The company is planning to expand its operations and to increase its output.